
Stonebridge 
Cigar Rooms



Elevated Experience and
Entertainment: Beyond
being a space for enjoying
cigars, a custom cigar room
elevates the overall
entertainment experience.
Whether it's hosting
intimate gatherings,
celebrations, or simply
unwinding with close
friends, this space serves as
a sophisticated backdrop
for socializing and
entertainment. 

The integration of high-quality audiovisual systems and
comfortable seating amplifies the experience, creating a captivating
environment for both relaxation and entertainment.



Custom Lighting: Thoughtfully curated lighting schemes to enhance the mood and
aesthetics of the space.

Humidor Wall: A dedicated wall lined with custom-built humidors, precisely crafted to
store and display your prized cigar collection.

Luxurious Seating: Plush and comfortable seating options tailored for relaxation and
socializing.

Air Filtration System: State-of-the-art air filtration systems designed to maintain pristine
air quality within the cigar room. Minimizing odors and ensuring a comfortable
environment for both enthusiasts and non-smokers in the house.

Climate Control: Precision climate control systems that maintain optimal temperature
and humidity levels.

Soundproofing: Specialized soundproofing techniques and materials to ensure privacy
and minimize disturbance to other areas of the house.

Essential Elements



Classic Gentleman's Den design. Think
rich mahogany, leather recliners, and
old-school charm that screams
sophistication. It's like stepping into a
classy cigar club right in your own
place.

Modern Chic setup. Sleek lines,
minimalist vibes, and high-tech
everything. It's for the suave folks who
want their cigar space to feel like a
futuristic oasis.

 Let's talk cigar room styles.

Rustic Retreat. This one's all about cozy vibes, wood accents, maybe a fireplace crackling in the background.
It's the perfect blend of comfort and charm, like chilling in a log cabin with your favorite cigars.

Personalized Paradise. This design is all about YOU. Mix and match your favorite styles, colors, and add
those personal touches that make it uniquely yours. It's your cigar haven, tailored exactly to your taste
buds."



Tower Humidor:
A tall, freestanding humidor resembling a cabinet, offering ample storage space for
a larger cigar collection.
Often features multiple shelves or drawers, maximizing storage capacity without
compromising aesthetics.

Walk-in Humidor:
The ultimate luxury for cigar enthusiasts, resembling a small room or closet.
Constructed with cedar shelves, climate control systems, and lighting to create a
controlled environment for aging and storing cigars.

Commercial Humidor: 
Found in cigar shops or lounges, these humidors cater to large collections.

Wall-Mounted Humidor: 
Space-saving and decorative, these humidors are mounted on walls, displaying
cigars like a piece of art.

Custom Creation: 
You dream it, we Create it!

The Humidors



Thank You 

For chooseing Stonebridge for your in-home cigar room.


